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Chapter Ill 

CAUSAL THEORIES IN .. ADVAITA VEDANTA, - . 
BUDDHISM, SAMKHYA AND CARVAKA. 

According to the Naiyayikas, all effects are due to certain 

nimitta knra1Ja which may otherwise be called 1naterial 

cause. The world is an effect and hence it must have an efficient 

cause. This intelligent agent is God. The order, design, 

co-ordination between different phenomena comes frmn God. 

But many Indian thinkers do not accept this view. For them, 

we should not "imagine any extraordinary cause for a laukika 

padartha or an ordinary effect like this world. 

Samkhya is one of them. The Samkhya philosophers do 

not accept the view that this world as an effect is due to 

Omnicient God. For them, the actual existence of God cannot 

be verified either by perception or by inference. So God cannot 

be said to be the efficient cause of the world. God is Puru§a 

or Self and God cannot be any doer. Self is inactive. Pun~;~a 

or Self has no authority. It is imposed on Puru~a.Just like a 

crystal seems to be red in the presence of red flower, sitnilarly 

Puru§a or Self according to Samkhya, unfortunately, seems 

to be doer, though actually, Self is not doer. Actually, this 

indifferent Purzt~a is only sil.ent stikp·ll. So God or Puru$a 

cannot be the agent of this world. This world is an effect or 

consequent of the root cause Prakrti. Prakrti is an equilibriwn . . 



of three gunas ; svatta, rajal:z and tamal:z .. Prak[ti is not the 

object of our perception. It is inferred. But what is that 

inference? 

In order to answer this, let us first see in what way sattva, 

rajaf:z and tamab - these three attributes are considered in 

Samkhya syste1n and then analyse their view about causal 

relation. Sattva, rajaf:z and tamab are the constituents of 

Prakrti and through it of the worldly objects are originated. 

All worldly things possess certain com1non characteristics 

by which they are capable of producing pleasure, pain and 

indifference. If this be so, can't we say that there must be a 

common source composed of three gw:zas, from which all 

worldy things arise ? 

To get the answer of this question we should consi~er 

the relationship between an effect and its material cause. If 

we analyse the causal relation, we find two relata, effect and 

cause. Now we can think of an effect as sat (existent) as well 

as asat (non-existent). Same is true about cause. So regarding 

the relation between effect and its material cause we get four 

major theories as follows : {1) Satknrya is produced out of 

asat klirq.IJ.a. (2) Asatknrya is produced out of asat kliral)a. 

(3) Satkarya is produced out of sat kilrw:za. ( 4) Asatkltrya is 

produced out of sat kfrraiJa. Accordingly, we find four types 

of causal relation. 



1. Satkilra1JavDda - This theory is proposed by the Vedantins. 

2. Asatk5.ra1Javftda - It is proposed by the Buddhistic 

philosophers. 

3. Satk5-ryavftda- The Sarhkhya philosophers are the founders 

of this theory. 

4. Asatkitryavtlda - This theory is proposed by the Nyaya 

philosophers. Besides this, we must see the nature of causal 

relation in Carvakas system. Regarding causation, Carvakas 

view is called accidentalism. 

Let us consider the fundamental tenets of these different 

types of causal relation. 

SatktiralJavftda -- This the'ory is proposed by the 

Advaitins. Samkara maintains Brahma- Kilrana-vada as he 
• 

recognises that Brahman is the cause of the world. But his 

theory is called Brahmavivarta v5da because it takes the· 

world to be only a phenomenal appee;trance of Brahman. 

Samkara is opposed to Brahman- parinflmav5da. For him 

the world is neither a real creation by Brahman nor real 

modification of Brahman. 

Brahtnan associated with its power M6yb is the ground 

on which the phenomenal world is super - imposed. When 

true knowledge dawns and the essential unity ofthejfvtitman 

with the Paramatman is realised, the world is sublated. 

Modification or change in a realistic manner, like the change 



of gold into ornaments or of clay into pots or of milk into curd 

is called pari7JDma or vikflra. Unreal change or seeming 

modification, like the appearance of water into waves, bubbles, 

foam etc, is called vivarta. In case of rope-snake illusion, 

snake is vivarta of rope; rope appears as snake; but actually, 

there is no snake.· Sitnilarly, this world appears to be real, but 

actually it is not real. It is not fictitious, but it has no real 

existence. Frmn the phenomenological standpoint, this world 

is real; but transcendentally it is unreal. So effect, from the 

phenomenological standpoint is non~existent, asat. But the 

cause or the locus of it cannot be called asat. The cause or 

the locus of effect is 1nore real than the beingness of i1nposed 

object. In short, this world as an effect has phenonenological 

reality; but such effect is not real from the trmt~-endental 

standpoint . It is asat; the locus of it or Brah1nan· is 

transcendentally real. Therefore we can say that effect which 

has vyfivahD.rika satta is produced out ~f that cause which 

has pliramftrthika sattil. But the Sarhkhya philosophers do 

not accept this theory, i.e., SatkilralJavDda . For the1n, there 

is no proof in favour of the unreality of this world. In case of 

rope- snake illusion we say that it is unreal in the sense that 

after knowing that it is a rope, not snake, our knowledge of 

rope invalidates our previous knowledge of rope as snake. 

Now the Sa1hkhya philosophers say that we cannot have any 

invalid knowledge about the world. Oll:r knowledge of clay 
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does not involve such knowledge that it is not clay, but 

Brahman. That is to say, our knowledge of clay is not 

invalidated by our knowledge of Brahtnan. So long the 

potentiality of pot i1nplicitly remains in its material cause clay, 

our knowledge of clay remains as knowledge of clay, not as 

knowledge of pot. When pot is produced out of clay then we 

get the knowledge of pot. But such knowledge of pot does not 

invalidate our knowledge of clay. Generally we say that a 

piece of shell appears as silver; but we never say that pot 

appears as clay. Similarly, we can have knowledge like this 

'it is not silver; but we can't have knowledge like this 'It is 

not the world'. So we cannot say that this world is only 

empirically real. Actually, the question is : how can we 

impose the world on Brahman? We can impose the 

characteristics of silver on a piece of shell as there are some 

si1nilarities between the two. But is there any similarity 

between the world and Brahman? .Brahman is pure 

consciousness whereas the world is material. Just like 

darkness cannot be imposed on light, similarly, this world 

cannot be itnposed on Brahman. So we cannot say that this 

world is not real. Hence, Satkflra1JavDda, for the Sarhkhya 

cannot be accepted as flawless theory. 

Asatkiirm;zavflda : The founders of this theory are the 

Buddhustic philosophers. For them, bhflva padftrtha is 

produced out of abhflva. Generally we say that a positive 



effect is produced out of a positive thing; for example, seedling 

is produced out of seed. Here both seed and seedling are 

bh5va padQrtha. That is to say, a positive effect is produced 

out of a cause which itself is positive. But the supporters of 

AsatkilraiJavnda do not accept this view. For them, it is not 

true that a seedling is produced out of a seed. On the other 

hand, it is obviously true that a seedling is produced after the 

destruction of a seed. It implies that the production of seed 

depends on the destruction of seed otherwise a seedling could 

have been produced out of a seed without its accessories. But 

actually this does not happen. Hence we have to say that just 

before the immediate production of seedling, a seed has no 

being at all ; it becomes non-existent and out of that non

existence of seed, seedling is produced. This non-existence 

of seed is regarded as the material cause of seedling. Same is 

true in case of a piece of cloth. Destruction of thread is the 

material cause of the production of a piepe of cloth. It is true 

that this abhnva (destruction of thread) is not perceptible; but 

that does not mean that it can be denied .It can be known through 

inference. In short, according to the Buddhistic Philosophy, 

all positive effects are produced out of asatkilraf}a. 

But the Samkhya philosophers do not accept this view. 

For them a bh5va padfirtha cannot be· said to be produced out 

of abhllva-padt5.rtha. Though it is true that a seedling is 

produced out of the destruction of seed, still, only for this 



reason we cannot say that production of seedling is due to 

dertruction of seed. For the1n, seed with its avayava, as 

bhflva padiirtha is the material cause of seedling: Destruction 

of seed does not mean a 'nothing' or an 'empty'''orlvoid'. Here 

destruction of smnething does not mean a 'negative abyss'; 

we find, actually the opposite of it~ After destruction of a 

positive thing, the residual portion remains as positive; e.g., 

we find threads as remaining portion after the destruction of a 

piece of cloth or clay remains after the destruction of a pot 

etc. So no destruction involves 'negative abyss: Every object 

which waits for its cause is an order or pennutation of its 

constitent parts. Out of its constituent parts every object is 

placed in order. This order may be destroyed, but its 

constituent parts remain as it is. In the same way a seed 

becomes destroyed, but its constituent parts remain 

undestroyed. The order of the constituent parts of seed 

becomes destroyed and this destruction h~lps those constituent 

parts to make a new order. Hence we see that a seedling cannot 

arise without the destruction of seed. Destruction of seed is 

necessary for the production of seedling. But that does not 

mean that a seedling can be produced out of the destruction of 

seed. In fact, seedling is produced out of the constituent parts 

of seed. Truly speaking, if we say that a posti ve effect is 

produced out of abhfiva, then abhftva will be regerded as the 

cause of every positive effect. 
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That means, if the destruction of an object means the total 

destruction of a thing, then we cannot expect any positive 

effect out of that destruction. Just like hare's hom cannot do 

harm to any one or sky lotus is not used for the purpose of 

worship; similarly, no object is produced out of abMva. 

Hence asatkttral}av5da is not acceptable. 

Satk5.ryavftda : The basic question involved in any theory 

of causation is : does the effect exist in its material cause 

prior to its production? Those who answer the question in the 

negative are called Asatknryavtidins and those who answer 

in the affinnative are called Satkilryavftdins. The theory of 

Satktuya is proposed by the Sathkhya philosophers. According 

to this theory an effect is not a new creation, but only an explicit · 

manifestation of that which was implicitly contained in its 

tnaterial cause. The effect and the cause are equally real, the 

former being a modification of the latter. 

The Sarhkhya offers the following· arguments to prove 

the pre-existence of the effect in the cause. "As ad Akara7Jfit, 
/ 

Up ad a JJagrahr.t~at, Sarvasambhavlibh av tit, Saktsya 

sakyakara7JCit hilral)abhavat ca satkaryam. " 1 

1. AsaddkaralJGf_: If the effect is non-existent in the cause 

prior to its operation, none can bring it into existence out of 

the cause, blue cannot be turned into yellow even by a thousand 

artists. The effect is related to its cause. If it is non-existent 



prior to the operation of its cause, it cannot be related to it. 

The causal relation exists between two entities which are 

existent. So the effect exists both before and after the operation 

of the cause. Effectuation is nothing but manifestation. All 

that is done by the cause is the manifestation of the pre-existent 

effect. A pot is produced out of clay. A non..;entity is never 

found to be manifested or produced. So the effect pre-exists 

in the cause in a latent or unmanifested condition. 

2. Upadanagrahar;lit : The SatkZnyavfrdins say that 

there is an invariable ralation between a material cause and 

its effect. Only that which has an invariable relation with a 

particular effect is capable of producing that effect; e.g., ajar 

is produced from a lump of clay. Otherwise, what is there to 

prevent the production of a piece of cloth from a lmnp of clay 

or the production of a jar or from a number of threads? The 

presence of such a relation, however, proves nothing but the 

pre-existence of the effect. There can be -no relation between 

the existent and the non-existent, for relation is never possible 

in the absence of either of the relata (sambandhin). 

Now one question may be raised here nmnely, what is 

meant by the tenn 'graha1Ja' ? To this, the Sarnkhya 

philosophers say that generally the term 'grahar;a' is used in 

two senses : graha!Ja means (1 )'taking'; (2) graha~a means 

relation. Here this particular term is used in the sense of 



relation. 'UpadCina' means cause. Relation always i1nplies 

two elements: pot is related with the clay . There is a causal 

relation between the two. And in order to admit the causal 

relation between them prior to the production of effect, we 

must admit the satta of pot because of the two relata of that 

causal relation. A particular effect can be said to be produced 

out of a particular tnaterial cause. If the effect is not related to 

its material cause in any way, it cannot be said to be produced. 

Such relation is not possible if the effect is pure non-existent. 

Here the 'relation' involves the relation of identity. 

(3) Sarvasambhavabh5vat : The Satkaryavadins here 

say that if the effect unrelated to the cause could be produced, 

then every effect would arise from every cause; for exa1nple, 

curd would arise from threads inspite of milk and cloth from 

milk inspite of threads. But in the actual world, we do not 

find this. So the effect is pre-existent in the cause and the 

cause produces that effect with which it is related. A 

non-existent effect unrelated to the cause cannot be produced 

by the cause unrelated to the effect~ only an existent effect 

related to the cause can be produced by an existent cause 

related to the effect. 

/ 

( 4) Saktsya salcyakaraiJEil : The effect pr~('J<.ists in the 

cause, since it can be produced by a potent cause only. A 

potent cause has causal energy to produce a particular effect. 



The causal energy in the cause is inferred from the perception 

of the effect. This accounts for regularity in the production of 

particular effects by particular causes. The causal energy to 

produce a particular effect resides in a potent cause only. If it 

resides in all causes, then any effect will arise from any cause. 

If it resides in the potent cause only, the cause cannot be 

unrelated to the effect; the causal energy unrelated to the effect 

cannot produce it. So the causal energy residing in the cause 

must be related to the effect, and the effect 1nust be existent in 

the cause. If it is non-existent, the causal energy cannot be 

related to it. If ~he causal energy is unrelated to the effect then 

any effect will arise from any cause. Fire is said to be the 

cause of burning. Fire, whe~ . it is attached to a 

fire- extinguishing jewel known as C'andrak5ntamaf}i cannot 

produce burning because of the destruction of its power 

favourable for burning. Hence, we have to accept that this 

power of fire is the cause of burning and it is smnething 

different from fire itself. 

(5) KararJa-bhavtit ca sat karyam : That the effect is 

non-different frmn the cause is further shown by the fact that 

there is a relation between them. Relation presupposes the 

existence of both terms, for there cannot be any relation 

between terms one of which is non-existent. The cause being 

existent, the effect cannot but be existent at one and the satne 

time. The effect is the essence of its material cause and as 



such identical with it. When obstructions in· the way of 

manifestation are removed, the effect naturally flows out of 

its cause. The cause and the effect are the implicit and the 

explicit stages of the same process. The·cloth is contained in 

the threads, oil is in the oil-seeds, curd is in the milk. Hence 

it is proved that the effect pre-exists in its material cause. 

According to the Satkaryavtidins, the effect is identical 

with the cause in essence. They offer the following arguments 

to prove the identity of the material cause and the effect. 

( 1) The effect is not different from its material cause, 

since it is a property of the cause and inheres in it. A piece of 

cloth is not different from the threads which constitute it, 

because it is a·property of the threads and inheres in then1. If 

an object is different from another in essence, it can never 

inhere in it. A cow is different from. a horse, and so cannot 

inhere in the latter. But a cloth inheres in the threads, and so 

does not differ frmn them in essence. 

(2) The Satkaryavadins argue that the material cause 

and its effect are essentially identical. Their argument can be 

stated in Kantian Fashion. According to Kant, space and time 

are e1npirically real, but tran..,scendentally ideal. Apart from 

our faculty of knowing, they have no being as things in 

themselves. They are 1nerely ideal, that is, belong to our faculty 

of knowledge and not to things in themselves. But there can 

'· 
' 



be no object of outer experience which is not in space and 

time. This means that they are empiri~ally real. Similarly, the 

causal relation, according to the Satktiryavtidins, holds good 

between events which are essentially identical,. but apparently 

different. "Ajar and a piece of cloth, for instance, is proved, 

ultimately to be nothing different from a lump of clay and a 

cluster of threads which are their material causes. Thus, since 

the 1naterial cause exists even before the production 

of the effect, the effect too - being essentially identical 

with the 1naterial cause --- cannot be totally absent 

prior to its production." 2 Vacaspati Misra also says : 

"Kihyasya kara!Jalmakatvat na hi klira7Jfi.t b hinnam kiirya 

karaiJam ca sat eti kathamtad abhinnam karyam asat 

bhavet. "3 

(3) Arguing from the Samkhya standpoint, Vacaspati 

Misra says that "a cluster of threads and a piece of cloth are 

not proved to be different in spite of their serving different 

ends because even the same object can serve different ends 

under different circumstances. A palanquin- bearer cannot 

carry the palanquin individually, though he can act as guide 

for the road. The same bearer, however, can carry the 

palanquin when other bearers join hiln. In the smne way, the 

threads taken singly cannot c9ver anything ; yet when they 

jointly fonn a piece of cloth, they can serve that purpose."4 
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ACCIDENTALISM AND NATURALISM 

/ 

The Svetasvatara Upani~ad refers to accidentalism 

(yadracchtivtida). Samkara explains it as the doctrine of 

'"'' accidental production of effects. They are due'to chance. It is 

the doctrine of accidental conjunction of two events. 

Production of an effect is its sudden appearance. 

Accidentalistn is also called the doctrine of sudden etnergence 

(Cikasmikatvav4da).-.Jt is the doctrine that effects are produced 

at any time without depending on definite causes. An effect 

does not depend on any cause, but suddenl~. · cmnes into being. 

Accidentalism believes in spontaneous generation of an event. 

It had antecedent non existence and has subsequent existence 

at any time. A thing by its nature comes into existence at a 

particular time without any cause. Its appearance is uncaused. 

Accidentalis1n is also the doctrine that an effect is produced 

with..out any cause like sharpness of thorns and the like. The 

Carvakas are accidentalists. 

N aturalis1n or svabhavavada is the doctrine that all 

effects are produced by their very nature, and that they cannot 

be produced voluntarily. Sharpness of thorns and .various 

colours of beasts and birds are due to their inherent nature. 

They are not produced by anybody. Fire is hot, water is cool 

and air has cool touch. Who has made them various ? Their 

differences are due to their inherent nature. Some entities are 



eternal beings, others eternal non-beings. Different things have 

different characteristics. Their pecularities are due to their 

different natures inherent in them. The ·c:!rvakas are 

naturalists. 

They do not believe in causality and its universality. 

Causality is an imaginary relation between antecedents and 

consequents, which are perceived together on many occasions. 

Only antecedence of one event and consequence of another 

event are perceived. Invariable antecedence of one event and 

invariable consequence of another event are never perceived. 

Perception is confined to particular instances. It can never 

apprehend all instancs in the present, past and future. The 

sequence of two events perceived in the past on numerous · 

oceasions 1nay fail in future under unforeseen circumstances. 

No necessary c<TJmection can be known to exist between an 

antecedent and a consequent. Repeated observation of one 

event being followed by another produces an expectation in 

the mind that the antecedent will be followed by the 

consequent in future on all occasions. Conjunction of two 

events on numerous occasions produces an expectation that 

they vvill be conjoined. The Carvakas do not believe in the 

production of an effect by a definite cause and in necessary 

and invariable connection between the1n. 
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